May 2022

ESSMEE Newsletter
Chairman’s Chatter
Hello everyone
A brief-ish one from me this time (Editor: “if only Tom!”), as I know how many of
you continue to be busy with pre-RB&WS 60th anniversary Main Show
preparations – many thanks to all those involved. On that note, some unavoidable
withdrawals of previously-pledged help means we are short of volunteers this
week, particularly on Friday 3rd and Saturday 4th June, so if you can help then
please contact info@essmee.org.uk as soon as possible to arrange your wristbandtype pass, then make yourselves known to the PIC on the day.
With a good deal of tidying up, cleaning, painting and all sorts of other jobs either
done or in progress, an updated jobs and projects list will be brought together after
Main Show; as mentioned before, there’ll be something for everyone, so please
keep your eyes peeled for this – more opportunities to help out and hopefully have
fun whilst doing so! On the flip side, should you be already leading or looking to lead a particular job or project and would
like other members to help out, please let me know at chair@essmee.org.uk so we can work out what resources you need
and can advertise the fact.
Whilst a smaller turnout than expected, thank you to all fellow members who attended the previously-postponed EGM
and more recent AGM, and to those who ensured everything was in place to allow these important meetings to happen
smoothly. As I’m sure the eagle-eyed amongst you will have seen from the EGM minutes, a recommendation was made
to increase solely the annual adult membership subscription to £50, which begins to better align with our society’s running
costs, with a subsequent annual RPI-based increase as a minimum. This recommendation was accepted by a considerable
majority as a resolution at the AGM, to commence in 2023.
Going forward, this will help us avoid having to implement further substantial subscription hikes (having had, to the best
of my knowledge, only one adult subscription increase of £2 since we started our activities at the Showground in 2014),
whilst encouraging new junior and associate members through maintaining their rates at very reasonable levels, as well
as maintaining and further improving all of our wonderful existing facilities.
However - as I said in my AGM report - the society is its members, and we’d all much prefer to have everyone remain as
members and volunteers than not at all; therefore, should you have affordability concerns in the light of this increase
then please do speak directly to our Treasurer, Simon Neath, so we can work through options on a one-to-one basis.
Final note: please don’t forget the steam-ups at various members’ own railways – there are three more coming up in the
next three months (see dates below) – they’re great fun, with excellent hospitality, and provide a chance to socialise in
different settings: what’s not to love? Best wishes,
Tom Yardley

Bacon baps will be freshly prepared by our team of experts each
morning of the Main Show and if anyone would like to bake a cake to
treat the hungry hordes – thank you!

Chris Gratze, Mark Sugden, Rory Malleson Julia Yardley, Philip Clothier

GL5 Weekend April 22nd – 24th
Background Information. The GL5 Mainline Association is a group of
like minded enthusiasts who endeavour to run 5” gauge trains in a
prototypical manner as would have been common up until the 1960’s.
The Association does not have its own track, but visits clubs whose
tracks can accommodate a large number of locomotives and rolling
stock with space for on-site camping and caravans. East Gilling near
Helmsley in North Yorkshire operated by the Ryedale S.M.E. is probably
the best known, hosting two events each year, one in May, the other in
August plus regular training courses. The village of Saracens Head in
Lincolnshire is a rapidly developing privately owned railway which is
becoming a popular venue, as is Cinderbarrow in the north west of
England. Here, in the south west we are of course distant from these tracks, but with our well developed facilities are
aleady popular.
Ideally, the GL5 Committee endeavour to arrange an event every
month from March through to October. Having hosted successful
gatherings of GL5 members on four previous occasions, the most
recent being in June 2021, it was hoped we at ESSMEE could do the
same in 2022. However, towards the end of 2021, as the Bath and
West Calendar for the year was filling up quickly, the only weekend
available appeared to be in early October 2022. Unfortunately, on
that date GL5 was already commited to provide a stand at an event
in Oxfordshire. A further approach was made to B&W to re-examine
their calendar, and it was agreed that we could arrange our event
during April 2022 although a dog show would also be on site.
The invitation to GL5 members was posted early in December 2021,
and within a few days it became apparent that we would have a a
good response with registrations from many who had visited in
previous years together with many who would be first timers. By the
middle of April twenty four steam locos, six diesel outline locos, one
hundred an sixty five wagons and nineteen carriages had been
booked in.
As I have written in the past, the Gilling events are run “like the big
railway” with a strict timetable beginning at 08.00 and continuing to
17.30 each day. Our previous gatherings had been far less formal.
To add to the interest, particularly for those who had vistited before,
I decided to approach a friend, Matt Fowles, a very enthusiastic young fellow GL5 member living in Gloucestersire, to
see if he would attempt to produce a timetable to be used on the Saturday and maybe Sunday. Matt certainly
delivered, with the day divided into ninety minute slots. A loco
superintendent followed a schedule to ensure that drivers were
ready to go off shed to begin their shift. Drivers were provided
with work cards specifying the time they were expected to collect
their train, and the duties they were to fulfil based on the power of
their loco. The yardmasters (upper and lower yards) were
provided with cards outlining the consist of each train to be made
up, and the time at which trains would depart each yard. They
also had details of trains which would be arriving at their yard, so
they had a lot to remember and consider to ensure smooth
running of the yards. Whilst all of this was going on there were
GWR 15xx
also express passenger trains in operation with for instance eight
Pullman carriages, or “local” passenger trains.

Friday 22nd dawned bright but windy, and that proved to be the case for the following days as well. Several visitors had
arrived on the previous day, and by 10.00 several locos were circulating on the main line to learn the route. As more
arrived the collection of rolling stock grew in the upper yard, and with a couple of pilots working the yard, trains were
made up for the larger locos to haul. As in 2021, Ben Lyons, Chairman of GL5 had brought his spectacular rake of eight
Pullman Carriages. For those who took a close look it could be seen that they were complete with interior furnishing
including table lamps which later in the day were illuminated. In addition, like the fulllsize carriages, couplings are scale
representations of the “buckeye” type. These carriages were popular with the owners of the larger locos, and looked
particularly impressive behind Britannia Class “Oliver Cromwell” owned and driven by Norm Lorton from
Northamptonshire. Other steam locos seen over the weekend included a two further Britannia Class, two 0-4-0 Pugs,
two G.W.R. 15xx 0-6-0 pannier tank locos, a Dean Goods, a Southern Schools, a B.R. Class 4 2-6-4 Tank, a G.W.R. 47xx
2-8-0, a G.W.R. 38xx 2-8-0, a B.R. Standard Class 2 Tender loco, a G.W.R. 94xx pannier tank loco, an L.N.E.R. B1, an
L.N.E.R. V2 2-6-2, an L.M.S. 4F 0-6-0, and a G.W.R. 57xx pannier tank. Then there were a number of diesel outline locos
including two Brush 0-4-0 shunting locos, one of which was radio controlled, a B.R. Class 25, a B.R. Class 20, a B.R. Class
37, a B.R. Class 50, and finally a Metropolitan Vickers electric loco.
As previously mentioned, a timetable had been prepared for
Saturday, and over all worked very well with Ben Lyons ensuring
that drivers departed from the steaming bays in good time to
reach the uper yard to collect their trains. Matt Fowles acted as
Yardmaster in the upper yard, whilst Alan Bridger and Roger
Dennis controlled activities in the lower yard with the aid of
Chris Ede and his newly made colour light signals. Towards the
end of running on Saturday there was a most impressive sight of
the 38xx driven by Simon Gates completing several circuits of the
whole main line hauling a train of 57 wagons. Keeping to a scale
speed the climb up towards the level crossing, the loco was
certainly working hard.

Connor Duncan, aged 6 – the future!

Sunday was a more relaxed day. A number of the visitors with lengthy homeward journeys or work commitments had
departed on Saturday evening, and throughout Sunday morning a few more did so. Despite this, and the gradual
reduction in rolling stock, it was still possible to prepare and run trains of a respectable size. In addition, the young
children of several GL5 members were given the opportunity to drive, mainly in the yards, displaying considerable
promise for the future of GL5.
Mid afternoon, the decision was taken to bring procedings to a
close.
Once again, we received very positive comments from our guests,
most expressing the hope that there could be a further visit in
2023.
Of equal importance to GL5 members as running trains is the social
side of such gatherings. Friday evening culminated with a
barbecue, overseen by our own Chairman, Tom Yardley, and
expertly “cheffed” by Stuart Bond. The meal met with the approval
Metropolitan Vickers Bo-Bo
and appreciation of our guests who agreed it was a most welcome
end to the day.
Thankyou to Stuart and to Tom. Saturday’s procedings ended with a fish
and chip supper, ordered in advance and collected from Whitstone’s at
Shepton.
In conclusion, and in addition to the thanks above, I would like to express
my appreciation for their assistance to Alan Bridger, Chris Ede and Roger
Dennis, and also to those Wives of members who prepared and supplied
cakes for the weekend. Thanks also of course to Matt Fowles for the
tremendous amount of time and work he expended in preparing the
timetable.

Subsequent to the weekend a new GL5 member, Eric French, owner of the Metro Vic, who is I believe a driver on
London Undergound, posted a very good video on Youtabe showing our track for all to see. If you haven’t already seen
the video, simply go to Youtube, type in the name of his channel “Underground Eric” and scroll down to find it, or type
in the following - https://youtu.be/oWv8YdFOdRc
A further visitor over the weekend was John Arrowsmith, a regular
contributor to both Model Engineer and Engineering in Miniature
magazines.
Today, Wednesday 16th May, my copy of E.I.M. was awaiting my
return home for the showground. Despite the fact that the GL5 Event
was barely three weeks ago, John has a three page fully illustrated
report in that magazine. Excellent publicity for both GL5 and
ESSMEE.
David Hale.
LMS 4F

The View from the Signal Box.
Mike, Richard and Clive have been considering how a new extension would need to be signalled. Lots of
scribblings on paper and discussions!
A few updates to equipment have been ongoing. Some of the hand-built solenoids from the early days of the
railway have become life expired and have been replaced with commercial units which enable us to run at a
slightly higher air pressure. This in turn helps the reliability of the point motors. Alan Bridger

This could be a Pale Tussock moth, unless you know better! Found on the cover of the
barbecue.

5 ins. Electric Signalling.
At a recent 5 ins Committee meeting we got to discussed the need for some
form of signalling for the
5 ins. track as trains can now run down and up between the two centres using
the loop, and there was also a need to signal trains on to the ‘main line’ and off
it. I offered to do some research and come back to the group at its next meeting
- actually I got lumbered with the job! But I
was happy to look into the idea. Then I
realised that it would not be an easy job as we
would need up to 5 signals, and there would
have to be two centres of operation, and what
was it going to cost? So after much head
scratching I decided that I would make a design
for a signal; I would make them as a donation to the club - that is if the idea
was accepted.
For trains running down the 5ins line and going on to the “main line” and
trains coming off the “main line” and going on to the 5ins line we would
need 3 signals at the north end of the track and 2 at the bottom, with a
feathered signal at both ends showing the route. What had I got stuck with!
To keep the costs down I found that B&Q’s shower curtain rail would be the

ideal vertical pole for the lights, so I bought two polls, (it’s only money,) this would give me 5 lights. If I cut
some stock plywood that was hanging about in my workshop, I had the bases.
I had some old conduit stock in my junk box which would do for the front of the light bodies, some old
beading would work for the back covers, and my wife has some pill boxes which I borrowed permanently to
make the shades for each light, more scrap cut to size made the bases, so I glued the lot together with
araldite.
Ladders: all lights need servicing so how do you make 5 lots of ladders? Well, an idea came to me in bed one
night. Why not get some plastic angle and cut it down the corner, mark off 1 ins. centres on both of the sides,
and I now had, with permission of the management, some old knitting needles, cut to length, and with a bit of
super glue I have a ladder! So, a further visit to B&Q.
Now I needed platforms at the top of the ladders for the staff to service the lights, so
a gash bit of scrap ply made them, and with some spare welding rods from club
stock I made the guard rails to go around the top of the platforms.
Back to my favourite shop - I don’t live too far from it - and two aerosols, one of
silver for the light columns, and all the rest in black. Cor! they look terrific, though I
say it myself.
But they need electric to work, so with Alan Bridger’s help I bought 5 Red, 5 Green,
and 8 white LEDs all for £20 delivered; how about that? My mate Alan advised on
the wiring with red, black and green terminals, yards of wire, two control boxes,
made from scrap ply, one for the north end and one for the south end yards, loads
of terminals, throw switches and connectors, and hey presto, I had a nightmare of
cables plugs and switches to operate, but with Alan’s help it all worked out, and has now been tested, using
two old rechargeable dry cell batteries, and it works!
This system is independent of the main line signal box, designed to work when we are running the 5 ins
system, but with the aid of radios we could work it with the cooperation of the main line signallers.
It’s been good to get this all working and I want to thank all those members who have added their bits of help.
Chris Ede

ESSMEE Open Weekend.

24th – 25th September 2022

We will be holding our annual Open Weekend once again and it has been decided to devote it entirely to our
visitors, to which end there will be NO public passenger trains. This means that running the event will be much
easier, not least that fewer staff will be needed, and we can concentrate on providing a good time for all.
So, it is to be called The ESSMEE Model Engineers’ Open Weekend.
There will be refreshments available each day from 9.00 am. to 5.00pm., and a barbecue on the Saturday
evening, Help will be needed in all the usual areas of activity, and especially with answering visitors’ questions
and generally making them feel welcome. Nearer the time we will be asking for volunteers for rotas in the
same manner as for public running. We are hoping to be able to close the level crossing to all except essential
road traffic and manage it with flags to prevent trains passing on it. We will also need to man the hydraulic lift
by the carriage shed for which we will need trained staff. Training sessions will be organised to ensure we
have enough qualified people.
Invitations have already been sent to Clubs, Societies and Individuals who have attended previous events. If
you know of any model engineers who would like to come this year, please send us their details and we will
notify them. Please do not publicize this outside the Model Engineering world, and especially not on
Facebook.
Looking forward to a great time.

Mike and Anne Malleson

01747 860719.

5” Project
David Hale working on the club’s 5 inch project.
The 5 inch group are always looking for new members to join
them.

Confession
Before you wonder who put the ¾ wide by 6inch long groove in the Cincinnati milling
machine bed it was I. This was the first bed I have damaged in sixty years using a
milling machine and, in my defence, I was using a modern tool chuck instead of the
good, old-fashioned Clarkson tool holder.
If you are going to use the modern one, make sure you tighten the chuck properly the Clarkson is self-tightening. George White

We send our sincere condolences to Clive Coe and Dave Ashworth, who have both lost their wives recently.

Your committee:
Chair
Secretary

Tom Yardley
Treasurer
Simon Neath
Chris Kelly
Membership Sec.
Stuart Bond
Committee members: Alan Bridger, David Hale and George White
Please feel free to discuss ideas and projects with any of our committee.

Working party days – work or party?
Any captions?

Black 5 May 2022
Time seems to move slowly and then there is a great leap forward as the wheels and cylinders meet the frames in the
building stand. The wheels still need balancing and quartering. The crank pins are made and need case hardening. We
are intending to use Loctite having used it on a previous engine with no problems.

The cylinders have only 4 bolts temporarily fixing them in place, and the covers are on. Interior work needed is the seals
and clupet rings
The connecting rods were started. The blanks had been
flame cut from rolled plate and subject to bending when
machined from one side only. Taking equal amounts off on
either side meant that any bending was restricted to 1.5 mm
over a length of 700 mm and easily straightened using a
press. The two rods were strapped to the milling machine
and the clamps moved as required, as the table travel was
not enough to machine at one pass

Whilst we had the milling machine set
up, we decided to take the other cranks
down to size as well, using the same
method
Our thanks are due to Dave Ashworth,
Tim Marshall, Brian Wilson, David
Tompkins, David Abels, Roger Hill
Cottingham and Mike Malleson.
George White

A man was complaining to a railroad engineer.
What's the use of having a train schedule if the trains are always late?
The railroad engineer replied:
How would we know they were late, if we didn't have a schedule?
Thanks to our contributors:
Tom Yardley, David Hale, George White, Anne Malleson, Chris Ede, Roger Hill Cottingham, Robin Duijs, Alan
Bridger

Upcoming Events
June 2nd, 3rd, 4th
June 16th
June 18th
July 7th-10th
July 14th
August 6th
August 18th
September 24th-25th

Bath and West Main Show – public running for three days
Steam up at Rimpton with David Hale
5” Public running day
No access to showground (NASS Festival)
Steam up at Ditcheat with Richard Ashdown
Public Running
Steam up at Alhampton with Stephen Wessel
ESSMEE Open Weekend

The new telephone number for the club house is

07927 398 111

